MINUTES OF 235TH MEETING

Venue - NMA Conference Room

Time & Date - 16th July, 2019 at 11:00 am

*****

The meeting was attended by the following:

1. Shri Tarun Vijay, Chairperson, NMA.
2. Dr. Ashvini Agrawal, Whole Time Member, NMA.
3. Dr. Vinay Kumar Rao, Part Time Member, NMA.
4. Sh. Navneet Soni, Member Secretary, NMA.

Supplementary Minutes:

In partial modification of the minutes of the 235th meeting of National Monuments Authority held on 16.07.2019 under Additional Agenda no. 01, the final minutes on the Agenda may be read as under:

"After perusal of the application, it was decided to recommend grant of NOC in this case for internal finishing work of already constructed building structure of Basement+Stilt+GF and construction of FF and SF with the total height of the building to be restricted to 18 mtrs (including mumty, parapet, water-storage tank, lift room etc) at Plot No. 37, M.B. Road, Sector-6, Pushp Vihar, Saket, New Delhi; with proposed floor area of FF = 106.66 sqm and SF = 73.02 sqm."

[Signature]